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Builder’s FaQ’s
q1. How soon after the slab has been poured does the concrete grinding/polishing get done?

a1.   Generally the answer is after the minimum 28-day curing period, however OzGrind have worked with 
a product supplier and developed a system where the floors can be completed as early as 7-10 days 
after the slab is poured. This involves applying a combination of 2 specific products on the day the 
concrete is poured – please ask one of OzGrind’s office staff for more information!

q2.  What stage of the build does the concrete grinding/polishing get done?

a2.    I If the 7-10 day curing system mentioned above is being done, OzGrind will complete the floors 
while the slab is still at an open stage (i.e. no framing or any installations) and then a removable floor 
protective coating will be applied which will stay down till the final stages of the build. If the quick-cure 
system is not being done, OzGrind will need access to complete the floors after the slab is water 
tight (i.e. at lock up stage) but prior to the installation of plastering, skirting & cabinetry. If you have 
a unique build with flush window/door sills or open staircases, suspended hearths, around posts/
slats, etc, please let our office staff know as in some cases we may need to come in prior to these 
installations for a better finish.

q3.  do you have any recommended concreters to pour the slab?

a3.    Our recommended concreters are: 
Roy Jonkman from RJ Works – 07 3904 7915 – roy@rjworks.com.au (only works directly with builders)
Jesse Stenroos from Luxury Concrete – 0488 165 571 – jesse@luxuryconcrete.com.au 
Peter Zocaro from Cemento – 0431 702 245 – info@cementoconcrete.com.au

q4.  How many days after the slab pour can frames be erected?

a4.  To the best of our knowledge, the builder can begin to put internal frames up after a minimum of 3 
days, however this is of course subject to the weather, as constant rain or high humidity is likely to 
prolong the curing time and therefore push this timeframe out.
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q5.  How long do tradespeople have to avoid walking on the slab after its been poured?

a5.   We have been advised 48 hours should pass after pouring that the slab before it is walked on, as this 
can alter the aggregate placement (push it further down into the slab), creating for bald patches 
despite grinding down to the furthest possible exposure level.

q6. What type of concrete mix should I use if my client requests polished concrete flooring?

a6.   We recommend contacting your concrete supplier and specifying that the slab is intended for 
polishing – they should be able to alter the mix to a 32/10/80 mix for minimum/random or full stone 
exposure polishing. For nil exposure polishing you should pour 40MPA if possible. Most suppliers have 
their own decorative mixes specifically designed for polishing. If you are using a standard concrete 
mix, ensure you request fresh water over recycled water to minimise the risk of discolouration in the 
concrete & finish.

q7.  What about surface shrinkage & cracks?

a7.   OzGrind have a document that can be sent to you that specifies how to pour and cure a slab so to 
best minimise the chance of surface shrinkage and cracking, however concrete is a natural product 
and cracking is sometimes inevitable.

q8.  How can footprints in the slab be rectified when the slab is still wet?

a8.   If there is a footprint made in the concrete while the slab is still wet this can be rectified by filling it in 
with concrete mix (containing aggregate). Try not to use just the cream of the screed as this will still 
result in a bald patch in the shape of a footprint that may still be visible after the floors are polished

q9.  Can waffle pod slabs have polished concrete?

a9.   Although there have been some cases where waffle pod slabs have had excessive cracking and 
imperfections, this is entirely down to the engineers specifications. If the engineers specify the 
correct foundations, a waffle pod slab is more than suitable for polishing, however if you are wanting a 
nil exposure finish, it may be slightly more risky to choose a waffle pod slab.

q10. What is used to protect the slab before the polishing is done?

a10.   Referring to Q2, if OzGrind’s quick-cure system is being done then the floors will be polished and 
covered with a removable floor protective coating for the duration of the build, right at the beginning 
of the build. If the quick-cure system is not being done you (or OzGrind) can either apply a sacrificial 
water-based sealer for minimum/random or full stone exposure floors, or alternatively OzGrind can 
install a removeable floor protective coating for nil stone exposure floors – both of which would be 
removed when the floors get polished.

q11. What protection is available before the polishing is done?

a11.  As per Q10, if OzGrind’s quick-cure system is being done for your floor then a floor protective 
coating will be applied when the floors are complete that will stay on the floors until the final stages 
of the build. If this system is not being done, the only products recommended to protect/cover 
polished concrete are Ramboard or Supaboard which can be purchased from Bunnings or Finlayson’s 
and are: 
• Breathable (to avoid a moisture lock between the floor & covering)  
• 1.5mm thick so gyprock can be installed over top while product stays in place  
• Needs to be taped to itself or frames, never the floor
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q12.  Is there somewhere my clients can see the finishes available to them, to decide on what type of 
polished concrete they want?

a12.  OzGrind’s state of the art showroom is located at 10/29 Links Avenue North, Eagle Farm. Here there 
is a large range of polished concrete samples for your clients to see and touch, as well as a virtual 
reality software system which shows all of the available concrete mixes and finishes in a real life 
setting. The showroom is open Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm and Friday 9am-4pm, however if this time isn’t 
suitable to your clients, there may be after hours options available depending on staff availability.

q13. is polished concrete suitable for wet areas?

a13.   The short answer is yes. For wet areas, especially shower bases, the recommended finish would 
be a Grind & Seal with a clear topical coating which can have some non-slip grit applied in it. The 
main issue with doing polished concrete in areas such as shower bases is the use of products such 
as shower gel, shampoo & conditioner, etc, which are not Ph neutral and therefore can slowly start 
to contaminate the chemicals used in the polished concrete process and begin eating away at the 
floor. 

q14. What about waterproofing wet areas that are getting polished concrete?

a14.  This entails having your concreter pour a 70mm rebate in the slab, getting a waterproofer to lay 
a waterproofing membrane and then having your concreter return and fill the rebate which we 
would then polish after 28 days. Generally, this is the same for laundries and powder-rooms as well, 
however some certifiers will sign off without the waterproofing in these areas – OzGrind cannot 
guarantee this so it is always recommended that you speak to your certifier about this before 
pouring.

q15. What if the slab wasn’t poured to specification (i.e. lower MPA, cured incorrectly, etc)?

a15.  There aren’t many slabs that absolutely cannot be polished, so even if the slab you’ve had poured 
isn’t to exact specification OzGrind should still be able to grind & polish it. It may just mean that you 
don’t end up with the exact finish you want – i.e. with lower MPA concrete a nil exposure process may 
not be achievable. 

q16.  can the concrete polishing be done room-by-room so that i can have other trades working in 
other areas of the floor?

a16.  Unfortunately, this is not an option. The polished concrete process is done in a step-by-step process 
which means that each single step needs to be done over the entire floorspace before the next 
step can commence. OzGrind will require complete access to all areas being polished when they are 
onsite ready to begin.

q17. Why can’t the concrete polishing be done after the house has been handed over?

a17.  Hand grinders/polishers can only get between 3-6mm away from any finished surface (i.e. skirting, 
cabinetry, doorjambs) so if the house is at handover and the floors are done, there would be a 
section along all finished edges that is not reached with the hand tooling and therefore would look 
unfinished, as well as internal corners would have an area that our circular discs cannot reach. There 
is also the risk of the tooling damaging the finished fixtures and running our large concrete grinders 
over the floor up to 16 times means that damage to your new home would be inevitable, as well as 
the dust that is created throughout the process settling throughout the house – although OzGrind’s 
machinery is attached to high grade dust extractors, there is always some dust that escapes. 
OzGrind will not complete floors after handover.
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q18. Should we get the floors done before or after floor-to-ceiling glass doors are installed?

a18.  As per Q17 we would generally say before as the hand tooling cannot get right up to finished edges 
and there would be the risk of damage, however this can be assessed case-by-case.

q19.  When pouring stairs for polished concrete – is it best for the concreter to bullnose the stairs or 
should we leave it for ozgrind?

a19.  OzGrind recommend the use of a fillet for all noses of stairs as that way we can finish them in the 
same stone exposure as the floor otherwise you may end up with full exposure if we are to grind 
them to put a bevel on them. Also the risers need to be heavily vibrated to settle the slurry against 
the formwork otherwise you will end up with large aeration holes which can ruin the look of your 
stairs. The design of you steps is very important – if it has lots of intricate parts or angles, we may not 
be able to get our hand tools in to grind/polish them so please check or send you step designs to us 
to look at prior to pouring.

q20. What happens if the floor gets damaged during the build?

a20.  If you have chosen a Grind & Seal floor, unfortunately a damaged floor will generally mean the entire 
floorspace will need to be re-coated/sealed. If you have chosen a Mechanically Polished Concrete 
floor, these floors can be patch repaired most of the time however it will depend on the location of 
the damage and how extensive the damage is. If you have chosen OzGrind’s quick-cure process  
(ref Q2) and have had the removable floor protective coating applied, damages should not occur 
unless they are very forceful and extensive. Any repairs to damaged floors is chargeable.

q21. Why do polished concrete prices vary so much from contractor to contractor?

a21.  Some less reputable contractors will only give you one option which is the cheaper option (Grind & 
Seal) but still charge you the price of a Mechanical Polish so you think you are getting a quality floor 
but in fact you’re getting a floor that will require ongoing maintenance and, depending on the sealer, 
that could be as frequently as every year or two. You get what you pay for so if someone is a lot 
cheaper that the rest, there is most likely a reason (i.e. new to industry and wants to learn on your 
floor, or employs tradesmen with no experience which leads to us getting calls all the time to come 
out and rectify the floor, which can turn out costing double as the floor usually needs to be totally 
redone many times, all at the cost of the builder as they engaged a cheaper contractor to complete 
works because they didn’t allow enough in their costings for the build). OzGrind has the largest and 
best showroom around and alongside that we have the admin support which is second to none in 
the industry.

q22. Why can’t I just base my initial costings off your mid-range price?

a22.  Choosing the “mid-range” price to base your costings off will mean that you do not allow enough in 
your budget for a mechanically polished concrete (MPC) floor. The MPC is the finish that 95-98% 
of clients building new homes choose, because it is the longer lasting, more durable & hard wearing 
finish with the most minimal maintenance long-term. The mid-range price of about $80-$90/m2 
+ GST would only cover you for any Grind & Seal process (cheaper finish) or the lowest range MPC 
(minimum/random exposure in a matte finish).


